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Keeping the dialogue with artists in Europe is now more necessary than ever.
Our commitment will be continued with the new edition of dansePlatForma, both
transnational and deeply European.
dansePlatForma opens a new horizon with the language of dance as a universal
expression between peoples.
At the heart of the relationship with eastern European artists, our artistic project
forges links with east and west.

¹dansePlatForma#20/21 enabled to discover more than 20 artists representing the new Russian contemporary
dance scene ; the audience achieved in 2020 in Kaluga (Russia) and in Montpellier in 2021 passed the borders
with more than 26500 spectators from 22 countries who were present at the first edition thanks to streaming.

Opening of dansePlatForma#21, Domaine d’O - Montpellier
AkhmatModi de Mitia Fedotenko & Natacha Kouznetsova lors de dansePlatForma#21 au Domaine d’O

dansePlatForma was born 3 years ago with the aim of establishing an artistic cooperation
between France and Russia, a horizon that unites east and west¹.
Russia’s offensive has cast a pall over freedom and expression.
On February 24, our artistic cooperation was halted by Russian aggression and the war
in Ukraine. In solidarity with the Ukrainian people who are fighting for the independence
of their country, we stand up against this aggression and have stopped all relations with
Russian official structures.
Today the voice of contemporary Russian artists is suppressed : the theatres are closed, the
technical teams are sent back ; the opposition has been muzzled and whoever opposes the
war is threatened.
More than ever, we must continue to express ourselves together, to remain in dialogue, and
to shout out the voice of humanity which is louder than the voice of weapons.
For this 2nd edition, we have decided to invite
Ukrainians artists and to
extend dansePlatForma to the whole of eastern Europe. We will welcome artists who
border on the conflict in Ukraine, as well as Russian artists who are dissident or opposed to
the war.

DANSEPLATFORMA#23
dansePlatForma#23 will take place in Montpellier in France in January 2023.
This special edition dedicated to the theme of Acting for Peace is open to artists from
Ukraine and Eastern Europe countries, near the Ukrainian conflict.
Performances, public talks, international meetings, and classes will bring together
established and emerging artists from Eastern Europe and France with the participation of
Poland and Romania for this second edition.
The program will be realized in partnership with Areal (Bucharest) and Performa (Krakow)
Europeans partners of dansePlatForma#23.
The international Jury composed by our European partners and the dansePlatForma
direction will make a first selection through an open call to contemporary dance
choreographers over 18 years old.
The dansePlatForma programming committee¹ will choose among this first selection :
Ukrainian, Romanian and Polish choreographers which will be presented their choreography
at the second edition of dansePlatForma in Montpellier.


DANSEPLATFORMA#23
The open call continues for Russian choreographers (residents and non-residents of Russia)
with the objective to select one choreography from a Russian artist.
We will give a special attention to the Ukrainian artists’ situation to allow them to participate
in our program.
Considering the very tense situation that exists today between people, we want to take
the time to bring Ukrainian and Russian artists together. We must give time to program
them together. Our European partners are a valuable support that enable us to program
exiled artists on their soil.
The dansePlatForma#23 program will be announced in Autumn 2023.
By organising an edition under the sign of Acting for peace, by associating Russian
and Ukrainian artists on stage, we show that another way is possible, the way of
peace through dance, Universal expression of the language between peoples.

Closing of dansePlatForma#21, Domaine d’O - Montpellier

Meeting with the artists at the Domaine d’O during dansePlatForma#21.

¹The programming committee is composed by Nathalie Brun and Mitia Fedotenko founders and directors of
dansePlatForma, Benoît Larbiou and Séverine Blaison board members of the Autre MiNa Company producer of
dansePlatForma.
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Perfomances
dansePlatForma#23 programme will be composed of 8 choreographic proposals
selected by the programming committee of dansePlatForma through open calls
adressed to all choreographers over 18 years old of partner countries of our Acting for
Peace programme and to Ukrainian artists.
Open calls have been relayed by our European partners and French institutes in English,
Ukrainian, Polish, Romanian and Russian. The open call is still available for Russian
choreographers (residents and non-residents of Russia) and published on authorized
social networks by our independant media partner Dozado.
The programming committee of dansePlatForma#23 will make the selection on
several criteria : strengh and singularity of the artistic proposal ; technically light forms
will be chosen and plays with a maximum of 4 to 5 persons.
A collective performance in public space will be proposed for amateurs.

Open studios
French choreographers will have the possibility to present a work in progress or an
extract in studio conditions followed by an exchange with publics.

Open call link : https://www.danseplatforma.com/opencall23

Tryptique de Viktoria Archaya au Domaine d’O lors de dansePlatForma#21.
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Artistic classes

Citizen café

This project is an invitation to mobility. We want to create cultural links with East Europe
countries through meetings with artists, workshops ans classes led by Mitia Fedotenko.

Considering the very tense situation that exists today between people, it is our duty to talk
to publics about the artist’s place in Ukraine and Russia during this situation of war.

Students and associations will participate to meetings, exchanges, trainings with artists of
dansePlatForma#23. We will also organize an meeting about European mobility.

Several citizen café will be organized in Autumn to debate and exchange with publics:
associations, professors, students, artists, Montpellier citizens, etc. :

Three classes will be open to amateurs and Erasmus+ dancers led by choreographers of
Poland, Romania and by Mitia Fedotenko for the French group.

How to maintain the link between peoples in this conflict situation between Ukraine
and Russia ? How an artist can continue to create in this situation ? How can we
promote humanist values through dance ? Which role for artist ? Be an Russian artist
in Europe today ?

During these classes, they will also learn a performance which will be presented at
dansePlatForma#23.

Opening
conference
dansePlatForma#23

Masterclass | dansePlatForma#21

of

We are going to open the 2nd
edition of dansePlatForma with
a conference which will
bring
European participants, artists and
partners together.
We will also enable artists who can’t
come and associations supporting
artists in exile to express themselves
through social networks.

Meetings
with
dansePlatForma#23

artists

of

After every performances, meetings with
avec artists will be oragnised.

DANSEPLATFORMA#23

TEAM

EUROPEAN PARTNERS

Managed by Mitia Fedotenko, russian choreographer settled in France since 1996, and
Nathalie Brun, in charge of artistic and international development, the company consider
itself as a link between the Occident and Eastern Europe countries.
dansePlatForma is organised by the Autre MiNa company which is composed of :
Benoît Larbiou : President
Séverine Blaison : Secretary
Nathalie Brun : General manager of the Autre MiNa Cie, director/co-founder of
dansePlatForma
Mitia Fedotenko : Choreographer, artistic director of the Autre MiNa Cie, director/cofounder of dansePlatForma
Camélia Yahimi : In charge of communication and public relations
Gabrielle Fougereau : In voluntary service mission

Nathalie Brun has developed a cultural approach since the
beginning of her studies in a business school. Her first experiences
with the choreographer Dominique Bagouet and the stage director
Jacques Nichet had a determining influence on her working process
as a cultural worker. By working with theatre Companies, dance
and music festivals both with choreographers, she’s expanded her
knowledge of the dance artists, curators, directors from Europe,
and skill on international production, cooperation and tour. She is
actively engaged towards artists related to their artistic approach,
management, distribution and development, especially with Mitia
Fedotenko since 2003.

Native from Moscow, choreographer, dancer and performer,
Mitia Fedotenko started dancing very young before continuing
his training at the CNDC in Angers, then at EX.E.R.CE. in
Montpellier where he founded the Autre MiNa dance company
after having made several tours in Europe. Since then, he has
signed twelve pieces at the crossroads of music and theater
taking an important and necessary artistic risk in the realization of
his most ambitious projects, and by affirming through his writing
his vision of dance as a Total Art, a WHOLE THING without any
border of genre or stylistic limitation : sonata Hamlet (Avignon
festival 2012), Génération [pomm]ée (with the CNSMD of Lyon
2014), AkhmatModi (2016), Les filles pleurent aussi (2019). For
21/22 season, he is working on a new creation: Roulette russe.

Dance studio AREAL | Bucharest
AREAL aims at increasing the cohesion within the choreographic field, to develop and
attract new audience categories to contemporary dance. Through its multiple artistic
projects and socially centred programmes of development, AREAL seeks to exert a positive
impact within the dance world but also within the local communities in which dance can act
as fuel for social change.
« For this application, we focus on exchange processes and education through participation
in discussions with other choreographers/ dancers/ teachers from the partnering countries,
sharing experience through practical laboratories, teaching dance workshops to a wider
audience and young students from Montpellier. »

Foundation Performa | Krakow
Fundacja Performa was established in 2008. Their foundation aims to inform, promote,
cover events in the field of performing and audiovisual arts, especially those related to
contemporary dance.
Performa supports and animates dialogue and cooperation between various centers that
already exist in the country and abroad.
« As a partner, we will be conducting an open call among young professional dancers and
choreographers, who can be participants of project from Poland. »

An urgent situation requires exceptional solutions ! We are open to all new partnership
in Montpellier and in Occitanie ready to join and support dansePlatForma#23 for a
2nd edition which will fulfill its goals !
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